
CARE OF BATTERIES AND BATTERY CHARGERS FOR 
WHEELCHAIRS AND SCOOTERS

Electric (Power) wheelchairs and scooters are sold with an Instruction Booklet and this should 
be referred to for specific instructions  relating to your equipment. The information below is of a 
general nature only but applies  to nearly all electric wheelchair and scooter batteries  and 
chargers.

Sealed Lead acid batteries

Unlike "Cold Cranking" lead acid batteries  in cars, batteries  for wheelchairs  and scooters are 
“Deep Cycle” sealed lead acid type and designed to withstand 3 to 5 years of charging and 
discharging. They are designed to be continually topped up and never fully discharged. Like 
all batteries, however, these Deep Cycle Sealed lead acid batteries degrade naturally over time 
as the acid in the battery slowly corrodes the lead plates. This happens whether the battery is 
being used or not. Five years is a long life for these batteries.

Charging 

The way sealed lead acid batteries are charged determines the life of the battery. It is VERY 
IMPORTANT that these batteries are FULLY and REGULARLY charged with an approved 
charger. Generally, of course, this  is the charger supplied with the electric wheelchair or 
scooter. Cheap car battery type chargers are NOT suitable for charging sealed lead acid 
batteries.
Just like a car battery though, if your battery is left flat or you do not charge it regularly you 
slowly destroy it.
The reason lead acid batteries fail early is because of a process called Sulphation. This  is 
where the active material on the battery plates changes into lead sulphate crystals, (a bit like 
plaque on your teeth), which cannot be converted back into active material which makes the 
battery work. Sulphate crystals gradually coat the surface of the battery plates resulting in the 
battery having less energy and storage capacity and eventually the battery fails. About 80% of 
early failures in batteries are caused by the sulphation process.

Reasons for early battery failure

1. Insufficient charger size or incorrect charger for the batteries.
2. The charger is turned off before the batteries are fully charged. Most 

"charge complete" lights on chargers come on at about 80% to 90% 
charge.
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3. Chargers are turned off but left connected to the equipment. (Most chargers will actually 
discharge a battery if they are turned off).

4. The batteries are not charged regularly.
5. The electric wheelchair or scooter is not used for a long time and the batteries are left in 

a discharged state.

Easiest way to prevent early battery failure 

Charging should be carried out according to your equipment user manual. The simplest and 
easiest way to prevent early battery failure is to charge batteries at ALL TIMES whenever 
the wheelchair or scooter is not in use. The batteries will not be harmed by being 
continuously charged.
Sealed lead acid batteries do NOT need to be regularly fully discharged to maintain their 
capacity. (They are not like early Ni-Cad batteries). As mentioned above, fully discharging this 
type of battery damages them.

Battery replacement

Generally wheelchairs and scooters have 2 x 12 volt batteries. When batteries come to the end 
of their life, both batteries need to be replaced even if only one has failed. This ensures that the 
batteries are balanced electrically. If this is not done, the new battery can be damaged and fail 
early.
Old batteries should be sent to a battery recycling company for disposal.

If you have any queries about batteries and chargers for electric wheelchairs or scooters, send 
your query to us at ask@henry.com.au  At HenryCare we have experienced Service 
Technicians who should be able to assist you.
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